Abstract. Based on the fuzzy set theory, a method for diagnosing the variation of bearing vibration performance is proposed. Firstly, the original signal data of the bearing vibration acceleration are grouped to obtain the samples, and then the standard deviation, the average membership, the distance and the closeness degree of each sample are calculated as the sample indicators values. The sample indicators values are processed in the order of magnitude and form fuzzy similarity relation matrix by the linear mapping formula, then the fuzzy similarity relation matrix is transformed into fuzzy equivalence matrix by using the transfer closure method, and the equivalence coefficient in the fuzzy equivalence relation matrix is compared with the set threshold. Finally, the variation of bearing vibration performance is diagnosed.
Introduction
Bearing is an important basic part in rotating machinery, and its performance has a very important impact on the host life and reliability [1] [2] . During the service period, the performance of the bearing will gradually decrease with time due to the loss of the constituent unit, the movement pair gap or the friction change. That is the performance degradation [3] . Bearings will reveal a lot of suspicious signs before they fail, Such as the abnormalities of vibration, temperature or friction. Real-time assessment can find a hidden danger timely and avoid vicious accidents [4] .
LY. Wang uses the wavelet packet analysis to extract the energy feature vector in the frequency domain, and uses the BP neural network to complete the diagnosis of the performance variation of the rolling bearing [5] . El. Morsy applied the optimal Morlet wavelet filtering and envelope detection to analyze the experimental signals of the inner ring failure of the rolling bearing [6] . U, S proposed a K-NN classification algorithm that uses density-based similarity measures in addition to distance-based similarity measures to improve diagnostic performance in bearing fault diagnosis [7] .
In this paper, the steady state signal data of the vibration acceleration is measured and obtained by real-time measurement of the working state of the bearing at different instantaneous stages. It contains a large amount of information of all the variables involved in the evolution of the system, which can reflect its evolution or variation process [8] . In the case of unknown signal data distribution, the original signal data of the bearing vibration acceleration are grouped to obtain the samples, and then a mathematical analysis model of nonlinear bearing vibration performance variation diagnosis is proposed based on the knowledge of fuzzy set theory.
Analysis Model Calculation Method of Signal Data Characteristic Indicators Value
In this paper, the standard deviation, average membership, distance and closeness degree are selected as four indicators to reflect the characteristics of the sample [9] [10] .
Standard Deviation. x i (i=1,2,3……n) is the sample vibration sequence of the bearing vibration acceleration after the original signal data is grouped. Then the sample standard deviation S is ( )
In the formula, x i is the original signal data; x is the average value of the original signal data; n is the number of the original signal data Average Membership. Each element y ji has the same attribute in the fuzzy subset Y j . In order to study the degree of compliance of Y j (j=1,2,…,m)to Y 0 , the following can be done.
Define the absolute difference
The average membership is
Distance. The Euclidean distance is defined as
In the formula, n is the number of elements of sets A and B; p is a constant. It is usually a positive integer.
Closeness Degree. The closeness degree based on the base is defined as ( ) The above four sample indicators reflect the different characteristics of the sample data sequence. Standard deviation reflects the degree of dispersion of a sample data sequence; average membership reflects the degree of membership of a sample data sequence to the intrinsic sequence; distance reflects the degree of difference between a sample data sequence and to intrinsic sequence; Closeness degree reflects the degree of proximity of a sample data sequence to an intrinsic sequence. The combination of these four sample indicators can comprehensively reflect the overall characteristics of a sample data sequence. Conversely, if the four parameters of any two sample data sequences are similar, then the two sample data sequences can be considered similar.
Basic Principles of Variation Diagnosis
Fuzzy Similarity Coefficient. The original signal data of bearing vibration acceleration is divided into m group. Each sample has n indicators. Let m samples after the order of magnitude consistency as the research objects. That is In the formula, X ik is the fuzzy number, Y ik
The degree of similarity between the objects can be described by fuzzy similarity coefficients. There is a fuzzy similarity
The maximum and minimum method can be used to calculate the fuzzy similarity coefficient. 
Fuzzy Equivalence Relation and Significance
After determining the fuzzy similarity relation, the fuzzy equivalence relation of the research object can be obtained by transfer closure method. The solution method is as follows.
For any fuzzy relation R, if it exists
The first step is to find R 2 =R R; The second step is to find R 2 =R R; …… In the step q, Rq is the fuzzy equivalence relation T(R). That is the transfer closure in the fuzzy set theory.
( ) 
Basis for Variation Based on Fuzzy Diagnosis
The existence of the variation can be diagnosed by using the λ level. 
Summary
Based on the fuzzy set theory, a method for diagnosing the variation of bearing vibration performance is proposed. It can monitor the variation in real time. This is a useful complement to the theory of existing bearing performance variation diagnosis.
